Re: Replacement of network isolation device in RedFusion roadside cabinet

In your letter dated 1st April 2010, you requested authorisation for one minor change to the hardware of your RedFusion systems, due to obsolescence of the original part.

We are pleased to inform you that the change (specified below) is acceptable, and no testing will be required before the amendment can be used. It is understood that there will be new software on this one part, but no other changes in the approved hardware or software. We require that all new builds use the new part, but you may use old stock to repair existing units.

AUTHORISED CHANGE TO REDFUSION:

1. Replacement of the RedFusion network isolation device in the roadside cabinet.
   - Moxa UC-7402 LX (Redspeed part # 800-037) to be replaced by Moxa UC-7402 LX Plus (Redspeed part # 800-043)

Our records will be amended to incorporate these changes.

Ian Humphrey